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saturday afternoon mr charles
kelly author of salt desert trails
accompanied by mrs kelly drove
from salt lake city to delta and
took frank beckwith sr to the
site of the mountain meadows mass
core in southern utah where almost
an entire immigrant train was slain
in 1807

it is not my purpose to write of
the history of the tragic event you
can get that from whatever source
lapappealspeala to you writers in utah
know the subject is taboo but I1
may aith perfect propriety write of
the site as it is today and most
certainly urge that the present state
wide neglect of this hihistolric spot be
not continued there ought to be
a sanctity about the place a great
granite shaft put up there inscribed

SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF
and followed by the names of every
man woman and child who lost life
at that tragic spot and it ought not
to be done by outsiders to our state
of utah but by our own people by
we utahna ourselves

it should now be the duty of some
landmark club to set up suitable
road markers from cedar acty along
the route taken by that ill fated im
migrant train up to pinto down to
the mountain meadows and on the
spot itself two great granite bonu
ments with bronze plates with all
the names of the dead inscribed
thereon all the roads marked not
only from cedar city to pinto but
as well from any angle etof approach
for I1 myself went the other way in
from enterprise the roads from
godena st george cedar city
all the roads leading to the place
should be marked

we were informed that an outside
movement waawas already on toot to
buy acreage in the farm on the
mountain meadows erect a bonu
ment fence ttit from the inroads of
cultivation but utah should antic
ipaty that movement do it itself

the spot now Is sadly neglected
one meager heap of stones Is all
that remains in place

just remember how long the gun
nison massacre site lay neglected
from 1853 when gunnisonGunn lson was killed
td 1888 all that maikel the site was
IAA STUMP OF A CELAR POST and
from 1888 to 1927 by only a pile of

boulders a sad neglect un
til the american legion the boy
scouts and the daughters of the
utah pioneers roused awoke and
erectederected a suitable shaft with bronze
tablet and iaa nice ded
aleatory ceremony vas held there
with military honors to captain john
W gunnison and his fellow dead

how nice it would be to hold a
great state gathering at the site of
the mountain meadows with offic
lalafals of different churches state otticoffic
bals local and eminent men and
then in a proper contrite spirit
UTAH show its nobility itaits great
ness its manliness and place itself
right with a criticisingcriticizingcritic ising world

mrkr kelly and I1 each took a stone
and after a solemn silence in which
both sought the proper tone each
deposited most revreverentlybently a stone to
that meager pile with heads
ered and humbly rpreverentverent on a easa
cred spot

I1 have slept on the spot of the
gunnison massacre alobealone and my
intent to be alone and we tried to so
manage it as to sleep by the very side
of the only monument now standing
at the site of the mountain meadows
massacre tho in the night time we
missed the exact spot I1 will do it
yet

As it was welate at night when we
drove there and being unfamiliar i

with the exact spot we went past
anin the light from our headlights a
doe deer ran out to the middle otof
ththe road stood ready to spring heshot
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stated iaa moment looked away from
us and then without undue haste
passed easily out of sight we were
then within thirty feet of her

we took pictures of the meadows
I1 from both ends and that in the earcar
ly sun taken from the south high
on the hills was very tinefine and shows
the expanse from that viewpoint
i erycry pell the one from the north
lackinglooking southerly lacks the addan
tage of a commanding eminence and
is too flat

we pictures of all the places
mentioned in the history of the at
fair from different angles we walk
ed over it with books in hand maps

and studied the various ver
picking out each incident

it was a thought which came home
to uaus that here it was mothermothers s day

a day sanctified to the mother of
each of us living oi01 dead but on
this spot where many a mother lay
motnot a song not a not a
soul to honor to sanctitysanctify to anoble
the memory of the mothers lying
there mrs kelly got a small bou

of mountain flowers and silent
ly laid them on the common grave
there was mono word between us it
wasngasn t necessary we each felt

while we stood at the monument
an airplane passed overhead going
at the rate let us eaysay of a hundred
to a hundred and twenty five miles
an hour covering the distance from
X osas angeles to salt lake in about as
many hours as the slow moving ox
train of these immigrants would cov
er in approximately that many

TODAY and YESTERDAY
compared

the mileage I1 had covered there
and back was miles approximate
ly while kelly covered to get from
salt lake and back nearly

that reflects his interest in the
site

the land on which the massacre
occurred was torfor years called the
burgess ranch A few years ago the
property came to george lytle

delmansdel tans who were raised in dixie
tell me that they distinctly kemem
herber a second monument in the mid
diedle of the meadows this has now
disappeared and the land under
plow

frank beckwith sr


